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STORYTELLING ACTIVITY
TITLE a matter of taste
CONTEXT: We have a situation where each one of us has lived, which is spending the night
at our friends house like every summer.
In a living room we see three boys and two girls hanging out: The names of the girls are
Maria and Alexandra and the boys are named Kostas, Leonardo and Pietro. Now it is time to
get some music on! Maria goes straight to the aux cable to play Kety Perry’s last song but
also Kostas was about to connect his Spotify to the Radio:
Kostas turns to Maria and says:”Hey move away, I want to connect my Spotify to the radio!
We’re all tired of your stupid pop music!”. Maria, looking down, goes to sit in the corner of the
living room, moving away from everyone else in the room: Alexandra notices her mortified
face.Then Alexandra tries to read the room and notices that this is about more than just
music. She remembers that Kostas was very interested in Maria but she didn’t exchange his
feelings... here’s the reason for his behaviour! Alexandra decides to invite Kostas and Maria
in another room, in order to have a neutral place to talk about the situation without other ears
listening. Alexandra asks them to talk about the matter between them and share their
thoughts because silence is never a good solution; Kostas starts telling that he felt
embarrassed to be together with Maria, whom he was in love with but she didn’t seem to
care about him. Maria tells that she was not interested in having a relationship with him, but
he didn’t understand that she still wanted to be friends with him: she didn’t want to end their
friendship! Alexandra also explains that being rude, judging her music taste because of a
previous quarrel is not the right solution to solve a conflict, but also Maria should have told
him before, without trying to avoid this conversation. Maria and Kostas apologize to each
other: Kostas accepts to continue their friendship but now he wants to put on some Rap to
spice up their night! “Before you create another conflict, create a shared playlist and take
turns!!!”

